OUR STORIES HAVE POWER

RECOVERY COMMUNITY MESSAGING
TRAINING

FORMAT
This training provides important information to
increase the participants knowledge of recovery
advocacy, the recovery movement and the language
used to eliminate negative public attitudes towards
addiction and recovery. The presenter will use
presentation slides, video clips and handouts to
demonstrate effective communication tools to be used
with the media. Interactive activities allow participants
to practice using their stories with new messaging
language.
SCHEDULE
The training is designed as a full day 6.5 -hour event
with two short breaks and an hour for lunch.

Faces & Voices groundbreaking
messaging advances the
recovery agenda.
You can host a training in your community.
Thousands of people have been trained using the
Our Stories Have Power recovery messaging
tools. They are sharpening their skills as recovery
communicators, learning how to tell their story
with a purpose.
WHY RECOVERY MESSAGING IS IMPORTANT Faces
& Voices of Recovery has found a way to describe
and talk about recovery so that people who are
NOT part of the recovery community understand
what we mean when we use the word “recovery.”
One of the important ﬁndings from our research is
that the general public believes that the word
recovery means that someone is trying to stop
using alcohol or other drugs. We have found a way
to talk about recovery in a clear and credible way
that will help move our advocacy agenda forward,
making it possible for more people to get the help
they need to recover.

SIZE OF AUDIENCE
The ideal number of participants at one training is 40.
This allows for greater interaction, discussion and
practice. *Larger audiences may require a more
tailored training and the possibility of a second trainer.
WHAT WE PROVIDE
One of Faces & Voices’ skilled facilitators will come onsite to your location to deliver this valuable training.
We provide a promotional ﬂyer with your event
information, a registration link and email conﬁrmations
(if desired), and all printed materials. Each participant
receives a personalized Certiﬁcate of Completion. We
provide guidance on logistics and promoting your
event.
WHAT YOUR AGENCY PROVIDES
You will distribute the registration information to your
target audience and provide the venue for the training,
suitable for the format and size of audience. You will
also provide audio visual capabilities including
projector, screen, audio speakers. You will provide food
and beverage, if applicable.
COST
The base rate for a full one-day training is $3,200 plus
travel expenses. (The non-proﬁt rate is $2,700).
REQUEST A TRAINING
To request a training, please complete the form on our
website or call us at 1.202.737.0690. *Please plan ahead
and allow 8 weeks advance notice when requesting a
training.

CONTACT US
Faces & Voices of Recovery
840 First St. NE 3rd Floor
Washington, DC, 2002
1.202.737.0690 info@facesandvoicesofrecovery.org
www.facesandvoicesofrecovery.org

